
Organization

It can be useful to create an outline prior to drafting. Try the PIE method and make sure 
each paragraph has a point, an illustration to support that point, and an explanation of 
how they are connected. 

Point: What is your overall claim for this assignment?
Illustration: How will you demonstrate your point? Do you have examples?

Explanation: Why is your illustration a good example to support your point?

Point

The point of this paragraph is to 
provide a summary of the book.

Illustration

The summary is supported by 
important details about the book, 
such as the three main characters 
and their important actions.

Explanation

By focusing on specific instances 
in the book, the summary includes 
what happens in the book, and the 
effect these events have on the 
characters in the book.

In Matt De La Pena’s novel We Were Here, three teenage boys – Miguel, Rondell, and Mong – escape from 
their group home and travel the state of California as a way to escape their problems and seek out an easier 
future for themselves. Mong leads the others to believe that they are escaping to Mexico, but he has an ulterior 
motive. Mong means to return to his past and embrace the futility of his own fate. His suicide prompts a seri-
ous shift in the thoughts and actions of Miguel and Rondell, especially regarding the way they treat one anoth-
er. At the close of the novel, the two remaining boys return to the group home to finish out their time there.

Point

The point of this paragraph is to 
focus on the style of the novel.

Illustration

This paragraph includes several 
examples of style, including the 
point-of-view and the tense.

Explanation

The paragraph explains the con-
nection between the point-of-view 
and the tense, which is both “very 
effective” and “limiting.”

Author Matt De La Pena employs a first-person narrator in We Were Here, a technique that proves to be very 
effective in some ways for the most part. It helps that Miguel, sometimes called “Mexico” by Mong and Ron-
dell, is an engaging character with a distinct voice. The text of the novel is journal kept by Miguel, allowing 
Miguel to be a more narrator than those stream-of-consciousness narrators in present-tense novels, while still 
allowing Miguel to recount the plot events almost as soon as they occur. However, using first person perspec-
tive to convey this story can be limiting, because the readers can only experience events that Miguel experienc-
es as he experiences them. Some parts of the narrative, such as Rondell and Mong’s backgrounds and current 
struggles, can only be directly told to Miguel or discovered by other means, such as through medical files from 
the group home.   
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Organization
Use this page as a worksheet to help organize your points, illustrations, and explanations for your writing as-
signment.
Main Claim:

Supporting Point 1:

Supporting Point 2:

Supporting Point 3:

Supporting Point 4:

Supporting Point 5:

Illustration for Point 1:

Illustration for Point 2:

Illustration for Point 3:

Illustration for Point 4:

Illustration for Point 5:

Explanation for Illustration 1:

Explanation for Illustration 2:

Explanation for Illustration 3:

Explanation for Illustration 4:

Explanation for Illustration 5:

Transition Words: Use these words or phrases to connect your points from one idea to the next.
Besides
In addition
Moreover
Furthermore
Next
First

Likewise
Similarly
However
Still
Nevertheless
On the contrary

Therefore
Consequently
As a result
For example
In other words
Meanwhile


